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ABSTRACT

The 4evelopment of two.flear colleies as
1.

/
-is invest,tted with emphasis

1

pole processes, and outcomes.

a major feature,of American education

On attendant inequalities in inputs, institutional

4

Input characteristici of students are seen to

-.
support contentions of inequality: a profile of the two-year student vis-a-vis

the four-year student is presented which incorporates, recent empirial findings.

..,,

lateinstitutional role of the two-year college is considered in relation to the

cooling-out process. Outcomes ore examined from eh4 perspective of kiequalities
. . , ,

. ...

resulting. frOm vocational training, career education,and articulation with the
- .

. occupational sphete:
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INEQUALITY OF OUTCOMES: TWO-YEAR EDUCATIONS-.

A C

The desire of Americans to move from one social clAss to another ,often'
. ,

manifests' itself in an'attentp.f to engage it the sate activities as those of a

./
.

higher class, and this includes college attendance.
1
In this respect,the two-

year college is perceived as a facilitatorin surmounting economic and attitudinal

barriers to college attendance, liargely through its lower cost and its cultural

,integration into the community.
2

Tt& non-selective admission requirements and the
% .

. .

. . .

variety of programs leading directly to employment are characteristics routinely

. .

praised by educators and legislators alike, who see this 'non-traditional" approadh
.

Al

to schooling as Amy ofenrolling.students historically underrepresented in 'k

,

higher education: tensuszEureau reports, which show two-year instilllila:1s as

A

accounting for most of the increase in college entollments in recent years, are

proudly displayed.

The inequalities accompanying'two -year educations hame,occasioned less

attention, despite inequality in regard to inputs, institutional role processes,

and- outcomes. 1

Input Characteristics: Two-Year College Students

A
The two-year college - variously referred to as a "halfway house between

t,

marriage, job, or family", a "second chance emporium rigged in the customers

favor", and the "glittering mid-way where the rubes are kept amused until it's

time to go home
0 -'is usually analyzedwith the four-year college as a reference

point. Likewise, the two-year college student is most frequently characterized

in comparison to four -year students. The two-year student is from a lower- income,

family thin the four-year student,
4

and his parents typically have less schooling.
1

.
On measures of Academic ability and aptitude, incldding intelligence - measured

and self-appraised-- two-year students fall below their four --year age mates.
6

4
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Edudational career variables present a rather convincing sequence of unequal

..0

characteristics, with causality implied: from making plans for college to dropping
,

out, two -year students occupy a less favorable status. That-is to say two-year
.

students are less likely to have even discussed college planslwith anyone, 7
and

4

if they do, they are not as likely to have been encouraged to attend'a four-year

college,.
8
and not as likely to'have attendance taken for grar.ted.

9
If they-do get

to college, they sometimes encounter peer group jealdusy as well as parental-
.

disapproval.
10

Being less likely to believe in-schooling far its own sake
11,

(a

belief which might be useful to someone motivating himself to undergo two to four

years of schooling) and less likely to believe such formal education will result

in personally beneficial outcomes,
12

sand having lower educational13 and'occupa-

tional-goal levels anyway,14 the-tliiYear student orients hImself, to a career which

will have both an immediate payoff and a close relati ship between training and'

subsequent employment.
15'

Less likely to decide to go to college - then more '

1likely to defer enrollment 6
- he is more likely to he art-time puce he gets

there, Mostly because he is also employed part-time. 17 For the,same economic

reasons for these part-time statuses,.e is More likely to live at home, with the

negative influence of family, and friends, and the conseqEently lower involvement
,

in educational activities not direetly,related to training per se.
18'

The effect of

ifiese variables tends to maximize the ratio of potential to actual-enrollment

levels.,

The Cooling-Out Process.

A vital process of two-year schools, el.1 one relates-as much to terminal

vocational training as it does to such diffuse purposes as conversion pf students

,into "responsdble, taxpaying citizens", is the dooling-out process. This task,

Which inv,lves a "rechanneling Of student aspirations in line with their abilities,
.

A
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.
thus avoiding conflict created by disappointment and ieelings of iailure",19 is

..

accomplished through a persuasive guidance approach which results in "reorientation"

of, students rather than dismissal.' This guidance effort, in olVing mandatory

ot

tp.

. ,
. .

courses in career planning and self-evaluation, has as it most general result

the redefinition of-transfer students as terminal stude ts:20

---Almore'optimistic assessment of the cooling-out 'rocess is that

. . . after two years in a course they have-c sen, students can go

out prepared for activity that satisfies th__ instead of being

branded failures. So the broadest possible opportUnity is pro"-
t

vided for the largest number to make an honest try attfurther educa-

tion with some possibility of success and with no right to a desired

goal completely barred to them.
21 -

Which is to say they cross the Einisg line before they grow tired of the race.'

As the proportion of students beginning their college educations with en-

rollment -in two-year colleges 2rapi4ly increases, the future of American higher
.., 0

education.ag.un egalitarian system wip depend upon the ability of these two-

/

year colleges to.provide the kinds of schooling which facilitAtes entry into mid-

dle class occupations. LoCated at the bottod of the educational tracking system

in overall class origins, academic ability, and occupational destinations of stu-

dents,,dents,. two-year colleges are themselves characterized by a tracking system which

manifests itself in: 1) the existence of terminal (vocational-technical)

curricula an4.transfer ("college-parallel") curricula, 2) the movement of students

between terminal and transfer curricular and 3) the varying number of years of

- ,

schooling completed by entrants.
22

Rather than increasing the production of four-year Ogrees by increasing

opportunities for attainment of such degrees by low status, high ability students,

two-year colleges ohannel.these stludents away'frout four -year colleges and into

6
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' technical occupations. A current nalysis of the nine U.S. Census divisions
,

results in the conclusion that the Pacific\diyision -which includes tbe largest

community college system in the nation - has the second lowest prapertion of the

23age cohort completing four years of college. After the student enters the two -

year college, additional chdnneling-dccurs when, either- through initial choiceA
or later "reorientation", two-thirds of the students enroll in terminal curricula.

The structured lowering of aspirations and subsequent attainment of over half

these entrants indicating four -year aspir4tions has been identified -by

Burton Clark as the "cooling-out" function of two-year colle4es34

This cooling-out function has important consequences for higher education

and stratification. Open admissions policies, which enable low ability students

to enter two-year colleges, would seem.to make cooling-out an even more salient

feature of American education. While the low ability, affluent student may attend

q two-year college because it is what one does when one completes high school",
25

the high ability, non-affluent student may attend because i_ is what one does to

attempt to improve

students, followed

one's position in life. Inasmuch as high ability, low status

:1

by low ability, high status Atudents, are the likeliest en-
-. N

trantsAt two-year community
26

colleges, the educational careers of both groups

of students should eventually be investigated.

Although.Clark did not specify the class origins of cooled-Out students,

Je'ome Karabel has observed that the cooling-out function has always been assumed
.

,

to apply, to the upwardly-mobile working class.
27

However, Chqatopher Jencks has
. .

,

'
speculated that cooling out of low ability middle class students may be the really

significant aspect of this process, a speculation which could be empirically ex-

plored by a comparison of middle and working class students in regard to their

changes in curriculum enrollment within the two-year college: Though such an

hypothesis is Subject to investigation, existing research cannot settle the matter.
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*But .whether higher or.lawer status studehts are affected, it is important to
t

consider the process'by which so many two-year college entrants redefine their

aspiiatione for upward mobility. ,

The caoling,out of entrants has asa major effect the filling of-lower

status occupations by those who initially,over-select higher status occupations.

ac

e appearance of,anopen systen of competition helps ,low-status job incumbents

ept their final place.
28

Two year colleges must take students with transfer

aspirations and transform them into terminal students in ways psychologically

acceptable to -them.29

A major,problem of American society is the inconsistency between the encourage-

ment of achieVement and-the realities of limited opportunity.
30

Elaborate

ideologies

required.

of equal access,

/

Although bloated opportunity results from high s avdards once admis-

such as those encouraged by "democracy's college", are

sion is granted', the individual perception of opportunity followed by personal

failure permits the ideal of equal access to mobility annels to persist. And

the availability of alternative qpportunities, whet er they be vocational programs

'for original transfer students, or some form of-sedi-skilled employment for

vocational dropouts,, may act to alleviate.th stress attendant in personal

failure,.thareby mitigating problems result ng from unfulfilled expectations./

Inequality of Outcomesl Vocational Training,
Career Education, and Employment

/

In any appraisal of benefitsOf schooling to those who are most unequal, one

should, in a basic sense,.be cognizant that the poor are low on every dimension
/

education, occupation, income, housing, services, power. The problem is to dis-

/
cover what combination/ , of these will help them gain the others.

Some sap- it is 'education that will be most useful., that while guaranteed

income, for tx mer ly treats the symptoms, education provides the necessary

c
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skills and competencies to, function effectively in the society. If, as amounting

sociological, analysis,iridicates,yre-existing differences among those to be schooled

are more important, than effects of schooling, with the consequence that schooling

merely extends earlier inequalities,31 perhaps theflOudest answer to quhstions
,

about inequality should be that schooling can't make much diffarepce. Schools in

a'stratified society may more reflect the social
/

order -than affdft it.

Given this marginal status o\schoofing what can be-done?

Equality of educational opportunity might mean giving everyone access to the

means of attaining a college degree; equality of educational outcome might mean

gliring everyone a cc:II...lege degree. But:universal college degrees are'not going

to reduce occupational or economic inequality.. This would just transfer the
. ,

.

,
/ 7

screening mechanism from the educational sphere to the employpenp, sphere. Giving
,-

. .
.

..i
, .

.

everyone access to a college degree might hellireduce inequality, but only if
, / i

,
/

.
0 ,.

'equality of access were defined/to preclude educational- tracking of the:two-year/,

four-year sort.. ,

A.,
N

\W

As the profile of the two-year student shows, those who begin unequal end

r*--
.

.

up unequally. However, it has been recently reported that those admitted under

- the new open door policy at one community co llege
32

(which wived.scholastic entry

requirements) showed no higher dr7pout rate than the "fully qualified". In other,

research, surprisingly little difference was found in attrition rates between

.

native four-year students and junior college.eransfer four-year students.
33

Such findings are too recent for considered, assessment or replication, but even

if such a trend were indicated, and.the attrition rate for those low on cognitive

scholastic entry Variables equalled that of "fully qualified" two-year atudents,

the attrition rate would continue to be too high for both groups, owing to

1) noncognitive differences, and 2) attendance at a two -year rather than a four-
.

year institution, which itself appears to increase the likelihood of dropping

ti

9
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34

se.

f
Out. And even if the attrition rate of two -year transfer students equalled tha

Hof native four-year students, a maximum of only thirty percent ever transfer ,

anyway, _despite initial enrollment of two-thirds of a cohort ia transfer curricula.

'''i 4'
This large discrepancy, between those who aspire to transfer and'thoseyho

,.. ,

eventually transfer iinplie's outcomes which are not i/mmediately obvious./ A study

'1

of terminal two-year students in transfer and vocattonAlprograms showe/ d that, in
_. %

/
terms of self - repotted work satisfaction, while thirty-five percent of vocational

it I /

majors said "very sat isfideo only seven percents transfer majo S' who did not '

. a a

transfer said so, and while tour percent of vocational
P
majors

4
y d they were

.
. ,

. .

dissatisfied with thel

not transfer said this

program may esult in

work, fifty-three percent of who slid
e

35
The dissatisfaction attending failure in a transfer

ideSpread dissatlAfaction, unless who fail are success-

fully cooled out. Wi the apparent lack .of,effective wayd if cooling out terminal

/-

transfer two-year students with no vocation/al skill, guaranteed admission to the

last two years of college could prevent such shdrt-term /hissirisfaction.

The typical= of most two-year students will likay continue' to.con-
, V

sibt of vocational training, which, unlike most fdur-year educations, can result

or

in immediately, marketable, but, also unlike fout-year schooling, is so

specific that job obsolescence can ultimately detract from the value of the'
training. Even if the two-year training program proved of lasting valUe to *the

e

student, hid occupational status may be determined relatively early in life,

resulting in occupational rigidity.

In a society where-everyone has equal access to schooling, how is access to

employment opportunities determined? Just as it always had been: those with more`

schooling get better jobs than those with less. Educational/inflation operates in

a way to make people run faster so that they can stand still. Inequality is,nox

lessened by adding a year to the mean level of schooling.
36

But even if education

.
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as a credentializing agent.were abandoned in favor of skill training in business

and industry, there is no reason to believe that fhe.same ineqdhlities which

Currently prevent equal access to colleges (i.e., family background, cognitive

and affective traits), would not prevent eqUality,of access to training programs

in the private settor.
37

Economists estimate that although the increase ix relative supply of highly

educated persons in the U.S. has reduced personal ratesof return on education,

a sizeable differential will remain between those attaining varying-levels of

schooling.
38

. .
. ,. . .

In the absence af equality of educational opportunity or income, One way of

redUcing inequality may be to reward'eaCh successively higher level of educational

attainment with a lower rate of return than the preceding level, thereby minimizing

income disparities. This- monotonically downward:alope in internal rate of return,

Its proposed by some economists for additionaladueational attainment increments,
39

5'

would provide a test for the functionalist fear of loss of talent due to
A

insufficient income differentials.
it.

4 4

....fn'a nationknown for its unlimited opportunity; how can it be that so many

' with the original aspiration to become an engineer end up a technician? The

' available functionalist stratification ideology would answer that pqople with

initially unequal abilities and subsequently unequal traininglmust be rewardeA

unequally. But this is more than saying not every Indian is capable of being a

' chief. It is also to say only so many c hiefs are needed. If more were suddenly

needed, as was the Case with technicians, access to appropriate institutions would

beopened up, as it has been to two-year schooling. vTWo-year colleges 2,with their

vocational emphaSid, haVe been responsive to changing manpower requirements.
0. .

.
J

The provision of,various alteinatives to being achief,softens the realization

. . . . *

that one will never become one, as does the apparent equality of access and the
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popular belief that Wiens are as ,good as chiefs _anyway. So the lOwetstatus

occupational-slotsarp filled bythoSt lower in the educational tracking system.

oi
If the student is from an unskilled or unemployed family background, he Will

experience upward mobility. Otherwise he will simply maintain himself, `but in the
,

presenye of structural mobility, with its more complex work and its general

;prosperity.

The two-year college, through its "fooling out" counseling function, will

continue to operate as a channeling mechanism by which student aspirations are

rt

adjusted to conform with labor market demands. In regard to its role as a

screening agency, the two-year colleg may dispense with this function juit as

the high school, with its ?octal passing" policy,, abandoned its- screening func-

)

func-

tion. The. rend may be toward recruiting and accepting an entire age c ohort,

flunking almost none of them out, and encouraging all to go on to four-year

institutions, or at leas.t to upperdivision colleges, the transfer institution

.

designed specifically for community college students.
40

The educational_tricking

accomplished by two-year institutions would continue in upper-division institu-

tiors, which would take the pressure off four-year colleges from evert having to

accept two-yeareatudents.

In a way, the, idea of a better fit between the educational and occupational

spheres is attractiveddeS"hte the implication of "channeling ", "programming", or

/I
people-processing":,,Carder education

41
- the attempt to apprise studen ts of

occupational slots if it were to result in a better fit, might be more humane

than, say, training half a million too many secondary teachers, who stand little

6

chance.of pract cing their Profession: mental health implications of Underem-

ployment must still be investigated. Career education might also be better Chat.

ending up with a shortage of linotypists, for instance. But even the experts are

puzzled about projecting labor market demands.
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A A deyelopment document of the.State University of New Yorh was directly,

'concerned' with"theissue of manpower planning in its consideration of the question
,

"should institutions respond to the stimuli of demands from business, industry,

and government
ci

or shobld institutionla help business and government to determine

theieneeds?" Most manpower estiates assume first that the number o. positions
,

will be, filled, and second that manpower demand is the independent variable and

education the depenAent variable. Such assumptions ignore processes by which.:

students choose their educational and occupational careers, an area in,which analyti-

cal projection models are jugt being developed. (What effect,.for-instance,

might information about the availability of higher education facilities in speci*-

fic. fields' have on.studen choice ?) \

.

Prediction, it is don luded, is difficult, but, more important,.in the

absence of employees for specific slots, manpower needs will be reduced by pur-
.

yosive changes and more.efficient utilization, which will] -affect shortages in

other occupations, which will affect student choice,.which--will affect need, and

so on, into the dynadics of systems of which there is little. understanding. ton-

siderations such as this make the prospect of channeling people appear legs at-
-

tractive. The implications of this conclusion for vocational training programs
4

resulting in occupational rigiditrare chiiing:43
.

,

Despite the poor predictive power of labor market, analysis, in 1971, two of

every three young Americans left school or college without a trade or skill that

would permit them to compete effectively in the labor Market.
44

These include

dropouts at all levels and graduates from general secondary curricula. It is
A

predicted. that by 1975 there will be a total of 4.5 million unskilled lobs in the

economy, but a projected 3.5 million unskilled people entering the labor fcrce.

Average unemployment rates in the 18 to 24age group exceed twenty-five percent,

with rates approaching fifty percentffor inner city ghettoes or Southwestern

barrios.
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Career education, raisedto the status of a "movementg,by former U.S. Com-,

missioner of Education Sidney F. Marland, was referred to by him as the Office of

Educationtb most pressing priority. Such educatiOn appears to be primary and

secondary school preparation-for subsequent vocational training (or professional .

training). In this process, tracking becomes so pronounced as to begin'clooling

people out earlier than in the two-year college. 1119 possibility for individual

nobility - which is kept open a year longer each time final occupational choices

re deferred - will decrease.

Speculation about the ultimate effects of vocational career education,is

-intriguing: although radical, hinkers such as Herbert Gintis
45

claim American
,

.

education socializes students for appropriate work behaviors, it is essential that

the pair gain full access to education. As Frank Riessman says,
-;;

Everyope who is concerned with, playing a major role,2in changing society,

understanding the world, and functioning in an advanced occupation has long
r

since discovered he needs systematic, disciplined education. . . There
,

isa real danger that poor people may be persuaded that they are getting
i . 1

.

,

a union card via relevant, work-oriented courses and that they don't

,deed any of that high falutin' college stuff."

Although underemployed and consequently dissatisfied workers are more likely

agents of social change,, it may be that their relative prosperity will satisfy cf

them in a way continued poverty would not. Or maybe, as studies on ocational

and technical student4 indicate, radical activity does not occur t the extent it

occurs among liberal arts students. 47
It seems possible, however, that increasing

numbers of idle and unemployed people may constitute a force as threatening to

order as underemployed workers.
48

14
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Epilogue

(

Unlike unskilled work, which, may be done efficiently by tragsitional employees,.
4

e.g., students,,technical work must be done by those with skill training. Labor

market predictions are that the demand for technicians will be increasing.

Inequalitiesas experienced by most people are great along dimensions of

in_ome and prestige. While the,relative income of skilled labor is increasing,

its prestige is, not.

Prestige does not exist apert from an audience. If career-eduCatiOn is

successful,'it may have - as'one result - a higher reputational status for tech.,_

nical occupations, In relation tg two -year educations, this maybe the only

redugtion in.inequality which can be anticipated.

15

A
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